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__IN_ Let me first express my appreciation and enjoyment at being present

Q at this important meeting. I am of the opinionthatibaiaI Scientistsof-the-1.1.10/
future may well regard as an anomaly Our long neglect of children's informal

cetz

learning. They maylwell ask why we so long ignored the data at our doorsteps

in favor of the relatively artificial behavior of laboratories and classrooms. It

4s gratifying to see the present "scientific" efforts to ovtrcome'the failure. Still,

although my own,life-has been involved in the same vocation that is represented here,

I feel it is my role as discussant to raise any difficulties that I seemith the

present approac1es.

wish'to do is to-suggest that the paiticipants have unnecessarily

limited their notion of "informal learning". In the papers today I detect twomajor

tyres of definition. The first is sociological. It says that informal learning is
. -

q0thatsort of learning idich in'the past has been neglected and regarded culturally
. ,

.

as unimportant. The present speakers suggest that on the contrary these supposedly

Otrivial matters are the basis for the complex behaviors of adults as these are

. 1
Odescribed by, writers like Barker, Gofiman and Garfinkel. Fein clearly states that

00 the.childrent.s pretend behaviors socialize them for group entry, group roles and

c14 the child culture. Newman states that analytic problem solving in life can be

Ci1C)

trained by analytic problem solving in games. Bauman implies,somewhat more cautiously,

that,riddles and knock knock jokes socialize children for verbal art; and perhaps

consolidate communicational comnetences acquired elsewhere. Fein's am Hewman's
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socialization is anticipatory, Bauman'i.is consolidative, which, is like the difference
47=

between the play theory of Groo&And the play theory of'Fiagt. They are both
1

4
preparatory theories but have this difference.in emphasis. k

4
^

Randall presents a psychological view of informal learning-which:derive&

its connotations frOm the writings of theorists yell as Moor (autotelia), Berlyne

(intrinsic motivation) Csikszentmihalyi (flow) 'in which stress is laid upon the

individUal's c7ftrol, his pleasure, high feedback,'self-awarenessmithout self-

Consciousness and the vividnesS of the emotional states. The -major argument here, is

that children in these states of voluntary behaVior learn more because they are

'yore motivated.

What is' not fully represented here today is a third view-vihiCh will

%

call the anthropological one. Randall describes an eight stage system of voluntary
o

learning which begins at one end with fairly cautious and soberroutine exploration

and goes to the other end with more variable "adaptational" play. What he neglects '

to mention is that at the more varia e end there is often a great deal of unsober

nonsense. Amongst those who have observed these differences in animals (Welker, 1961;

Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1970 and humans (Hutt, 1971), this irrational end has usually

been called play; In recent yearS anthropologists have beeh become increasingly inter-
,

ested in this irrational end,of the continuum although in their case it is usual.14y,

rites of reversal that is the subject-matter. Is there ahy sense' amongst today's

Speakers that informal education must deal with the irrational, with the madness of
N ,

being children, of being human? There are certainly.hints of it, in Newman's mention

of "unusual uses", in.Bauman's outrageous "knock knock" jokes and even in Fein's

demonstration that at 12 months of age the infants are already too big for their

bottles. Still these droplets of madness are not the major focus. Attention to

more voluntary learning is being advocated but with a subordination toa rationalist

stance., Although I make these strictures, I feel_ fairly. that the 'participants

will happily go along with the rite of reversal Lam practising in this discussion.

Thpy simily'needed%the excuse tb let down their informal hair.
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Theo5.ies of Play

A brief note of plity theory history might help to clarify the distinctions

I am mgking. Most,Of the earlier theories and some of the more, recent ones basically

accept the 1.!asik ethic notion of play's triviality, but they do imply it,,,has some
Mk--

function in life. This prophylactic group of theories which includes notions'

of surplus energy, relaxation, recreation,- recapitulation and abreaction bring, play

into thesober-sPhere-of social sciencei.na remedial. capacity only. Although they
do in an incidental way, as in the recapitulation theory of atavisms, and in the

psythoanalYtic theory of compensation, note its madness., These_ theories constitute a,

pgrtial rehabilitation of play theory-into rgtional.4scourse.
Compared with the oppo-

: sition of the early nineteenth century towards expressive areas, this lass gnotable

step forward. The nextgroUp, however; constitute a quite marked oscillatiOn towards

sobriety. These are the Preparatory theories, which begin with Groasl.and continue,-

today in most., theorizing' about animals (Alas, 3776) AS well as in' Piaget. These theories
all assume play has some sort of socializing fuction in human devel4ment. The child

plays.so that he may grow up. I fear that most of today's speakers are in this camp.

Because of this I would call their attention to some 40 years of theokzing

about sports and games and play in which the same assumption has been made, and innum-
:

\,erable studies, sociological and anthropological, carried out (to which I have contrib-
.

utvii), but in which little attention has been giiren to what in fact gets socialized.

So strong has been the assumption that socialization did indeed occur that\

most investigators in these fields have been satisfied to 'notea correlation between

the game or sport forM and some cultUral variable./ They have.seldom examined causal

-linkages. 1:iy own work with Roberts is a case: in point. Having shown .games of strategy

to arise in.post neolithic donditions.of social class complexity we assumed a relation-

ship between the fizures on the chess board and the complexities of the social system.

We did not give equal attention' to the demonstration .of thIttrelationship in empirical
\

terms, or if youvill, to transfer.
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Fortunately there is a new vein in socialization research in play in. which

there is interest in the relationship between experimentally manipulated plax_and

other competehaes. To date most of this is_ to be found in the game simalatiln'area

(mltoday's paper by Newman represents a welcome use of real games in the same way),

or in the creativity area, where a number bf researchers_, have shown,that play' incre-

ments are accompanied by increases on creativity test scores (Dansy & Silverman,
.

1973;,Teitelson.& Ross, 1975). Here there is a burgeoning concern. with demonstrating. .

transfer, and- -predict a healthy future for these forMs,ofrationalism. Althdugh

a
we should note this is a focus on the variables that mediate transfer rather than on

a

transfer itself.

Still while conceding that play is''at times prophylactic and at times social,

izing (and the extent probably varies with age and culture) it-would be my belief that

C we are now at a. stage when we need a new order of play theories which heal directly

witl the irrational elements' in play, in short with thattpart of informal learning

is taxi.

The inversive theories of play

a

-I think it is important to note that for a number of years now anthro-

pologists have been wrestling with the problem of the inversive. They have ceased look-

ing at rites of reversal (where the poor act wealthy and the wealthy act poor, Where

men act like women and women like men etc.) as if they wn4abnormalities in the system,

,as if they were cathartic excesses requiring the porphylaxis of annual ventilation.

Instead, they have come to. suggest that alienation and conformity are the twin Poles

of all social systems; that each commitment to a norm breeds an alien alternative,
. ,

sometimes fantasied sometimes ritually enacted. The two are linked together as
. .

.

structure and anti-structure as Turner has suggested (1974). Informal education. is

.

not merely on a continuum with foll education, as 'some siightly'less rational exten-

\ sign of it in this way of thinking': :O the contrary it is its enemy.

\ ' 5
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Let me giVe you one example of a story told -by a seven year old in our

narrative.projeAs tiit_goes by with story-taking in thiliproAect, children use
.

us with increasing freedom for fantasy/story telling), Their stories become a partic-

ulariy free form of play. With some agility you can Call there- stories a form of swirl);

ization but it seems tote to do only that isterias.the main point, force, and import-
,

anee of,irrationalism on the informal-play scent; -__

A baby was walking down the street making rouble and- when the baby 'saw _-

a man passing her, she said," Yoq suck youfbuggers, 3 times, yeh, yeh." --

Then they vent to a music studio and they heaid,f,"Keep coming in AN, ABC)
ABC, 1, 1)-2:" Andthen-thetabysaid; ".I,ean,d0 the whole alphabet: ABC
DEFGHIJIMANOKIRS and TUV, W and XYt. That's hol1!"tAnd then-the baby ,Said;-
"I spit at you," and then she spitted in the,air.':-Then.the baby said,

"ABC my bugger!" Then the baby said, "I think I'm so AartejuSt because I

haie one tooth out." Then the .baby said, "I am supertan,'-yoU-can't hurt

superman." Then the-man said,-"You're messing up the whole music studio.

Kick the baby out." Then another baby said,, "I never sad ,a iiihyrith a
mustache," while puttinghis fingers on his nose. Then he said,116
Chinese, me tell joke,, me go teepee in Your coke." 'And,when the baby that

was "getting kicked,rout.said,"Youhre.not Chinesel.yOU'Ie American."
Then they saw 3 ladies kicking their legs up and saying, "Legs, lege

N,
"legs are here!' Then the girl said, "I save' ty'eyelashes every day."
then the baby said, ?I think I'm so great because my- teeth don't need to be

fixed." Then the baby 1;iaiked.into an A & ?Wee-0 Store lideveryone was

saying, "Wee-0!"
Then the baby said, "It passed my bed-time, I better find my way, home."

Then he accidently walked into a museum while the guard was asleep, and he
climbed up a plastic tree and there was a rope hanging, on it. and he said,-

1Me_Tarzan!"' Then the -bays swinged out the winNow and about a mile and
landed through the chimney into his house and said; "Me Santa Claus."
And then he climbed into bed and went tosleen. That's the end.

When one loOks more clogely at some of the present :papers there is hint.
b

there also of this kind of lust for upsetting the world: Obviously Bauman's riddleis

and jokers, like to put others on the spot. Even Fein babies who keep reaching for

'the big world and testing it out on baby dolls are masters of their own freedom and
, .

their own nonsense. P

\

A, Dialectical Theory of Play

Phenomena of this sort are not exceptional in play, they are everyWhere,

once you start looking for them. I have elsewhere written of games of order'and

disorder, the major point of which is a play upon the themes Of anarchy and chaos. In
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Ring a Ring a Roses, a highly formal, informal pastime, itends with all the girls

falling over on the ground,%a triumph for disorder over order; although, getting it -

,

all together in the first place is a triumph for order. _Games deal with such opios-a

itions. .In Mother May I, the mother-like girl gives out autocratic orders (you must...

say "please ") but meantime the players cheat. And as we '111 know play at "schools"

L 4

is often a play at'Simulated naughtiness. One can analYse games onibeither the meta

level or the structural level, and show throughout an interweaving of oppositions. I

habe elsewhere considered these oppositions in terms of the player's intentionality,

their reversal of social controls, their taking of tarns, their Variabil4y of tactics,.
_ _ _

(cheating) their identity reversals, their reversals of fate, their rule reversals_and_______:.
*

- their playfulness; also the way in which games at the adolescent and adult leVbl can
i-

lead to cultural reversals (Sutton-Smith, in press). In play, the Oalectic is, between

the ,player and "reality". He opposes reality with his own play reality. In the game.

the relationship exists, but is also encapsulated within the oppositions in the rules

(as in 'winning and losing). Then the is the meta game in which the would-be players

argue about who gets to go first, who gets to be first base. Sometimes the relationships

in this metasystem are reversed by the game, sometimes,fepdirated (Sutton-Smith, 1966).

In sports the meta system (in terms of coaches; audiences and referees) becomes a

ft ,

=impart of the game functioning and new oppositions arise.

re is a nice clue in Greta Fein's study as to how this dialectic works

within _play itself. She gives -the example of'-'ihe infant using something already

_

well masteredOottle feeding, and applying that to something novel yet to be mastered,
. ._.

that is the bottIefeeding of someone else, the doll. Using what is familiarl,the baby°
. -.1,. - .

Je

.

,k is able to explore thatich is unfamiliar. Similarly when children first get into
.
...,,

.

.

.

. .
. .

riddles, they use somethingwbich is familiar (questions and answers) to explore something

which is unfamiliar (incongruous replies). Or in Bauman's descriptive routines they

use the familiar (categories have central attributes) to explore the unfamiliar (cat-

egories can have quite peripheral attributell. Now if we focus our attention on that
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which, is replicated in the, play, that which is familiar,:we
?
naturally 1

think that play consolidates that which has already been learned

(Fiaget'S:position), but of we apply our focus to the novel trans=

formation (the inversion,Lthe reversal, the irrational .etc.), then ,

we think that play anticipates life .with novel repertoires.

It is my, own view that even when play does anticipate it does

so in a preadaptive, not a directly socializing wp.yi. Play potent-
.

iates responses, rather than directly prepares them. .ThOse play

po_tent-ia.ted-ponses will have to find their way back into other

cultUral systems. Play anticipates through adantive notent'lation

..only.

Informal'LearninFr, as Creativity

We see that informal learning.can be applied to exploratory.

learning. Here, although thechild's4behavior is voluntary, what

the-e*plorer deeS is an,pattempt to. find out and. discover things

His behavidr is subordinated to the Lure of the Stituli he is

examining. Traditional education would undolibtedly behappy with

this kind of informal education, because it brings motivation to
- '

_ the learning without really setting, him free.. when Tlay occurs

there is always a more total reversal of control. The player makes

'-listinctions that the explorer cannot. 'He is relatively unbounded

and therefore uncontrollable. First play is-usually fairly repetitive..

Although Fein's infant is in charge, what he dbes is quite routine.

Lire is replicated. Or as in Bauman's case, the younger children.

attempt, to maSter the knock knock routine although in a fairly incom-.

letd way. Their play transformatiOn consists in being in charge of

the routine rather than doing it well. As time prottesses however,

and fatiliarity becomes assured, there is usually a transition to

increasing variability, and sometics to nonsense. It-is at -this

S



point that the traditional educator grows uneasy.
.

And yet' we see in this dialedtio batimen the replicated
4

event and the transfopmed event the essence of playfulness. when

the sate tension and thp same novelt are appliekto some medium

q, words or materials that has meaning for othdit, it also becomes

the essence 6f-creativity.. 'Creativity lies in this tension between

the familiar and-the'finfamiliar.'-.In 'our film°pmoject at Teachers
.

College, for example, we hay. -found that the child film makers do,

their most sophiAicated technical work, on those parts of :their \.

narrative with which they atd:Most familiar (the central characters

and. hoin'bases). They are creative first in the areas with which
. t

they are most familiar.

The education system which carefully weeks to explore this

alternation between the familiar and the unfamiliar, between the

archetype an4 the novel, betWeen what is replidated and what is'

reversed, 'has not yet been even comdeptualized. And yet that is the*:

ultimate profuse of informal learning, that it leads us into the

heartland bf the child's own imagination. Unfortunatelyi, informal

education is more-likely to be socialised toe.n.attenuated work

--ethic. Its inversions are likelito be neglected for its prorhylaxis,

or its inversion foreswarn for its socializations.

I would urge on the present- speakers that they take more faith

'in'the inversive elements in their research; not because these inver-
.

sive elements are sufficient in theMselves, but because in coNbinatiOns

.with the voluntary exploration of familiar territories, they achieve

11 dialectic of self transformation which can be the heartland of an
0

'entirely different kind of educAtion. education which places theme

tensions, of the child's imagination at the cenper'of focus.

9
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